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Abstract. This paper contributes to the field of digital culture and fashion com-
munication by presenting a comprehensive overview of publicly available shoe
museums and collections worldwide, which have an online presence. To the best
knowledge of the authors, this listing is the first of its kind on institutions that
exhibit shoes. It shows what types of contents and services shoe museums offer
online and to what extent they digitally enable access to their collections. Through
a content analysis, museums’ websites and their presence on social media are
examined. A scattered map shows how much the shoe museums rely on a digi-
tally enhanced access to their collection in comparison to service and institutional
information that they provide on their websites.
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1 Introduction

More than 20 years ago, when the ‘digital information age’ just began [1], Finnish media
archaeologist Erkki Huhtamo [2: 130] asked the following question: “Should a virtual
museum be addressed to the home user or the museum goer or both?” After more than
twenty years, ofwhich two years of pandemic, this question has lost none of its relevance.

Research on the role of technology and technical innovation in the production of value
has often taken place outside the cultural context [3]. An exception is the international
series of conferences ‘Museums and the Web’, which has annually explored “the social,
cultural, design, technological, economic, and organizational issues of culture, science
and heritage on-line” since 1997 [4]. Conferences like the aforementioned played a
crucial role in the times when the first museums established their websites [5]. The
potential uses of websites and social media, particularly in the context of museums, still
need further research. The goal of this paper is to present a comprehensive overview
of publicly available shoe museums and collections worldwide, which have an online
presence. To the best knowledge of the authors, this listing is the first of its kind on
institutions that exhibit shoes. Through a content analysis, both museums’ websites
and their presence on social media are examined. A scattered map shows what types
of contents and services shoe museums offer online and to what extent they digitally
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enable access to their collections. For this paper, not only shoe museums in the strict
sense, but also other institutions that either exhibit shoes as part of their collection,
physically or digitally, have been considered. Hence, for the sake of simplicity, the term
shoe museum will be used in a broader way, intending to include all relevant institutions
that are concerned with providing public access to their shoe collections.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Fashion and Shoes in Museums

Fashion exhibitions are taking an increasingly important role in museums and “have
become a great source of attraction” over the last years [6: 34]. This trend of increased
acknowledgement was accentuated by UNESCO, which recognised traditional crafts-
manship such as the production skills and knowledge of clothing as intangible cultural
heritage in 2003 [7]. Nowadays, fashion items are often either part of large collections,
be it in public general museums or private ones, or they belong to museums of a fashion
sub-sector, such as shoes, a specific designer, or a company [6]. Garments, including
shoes, are especially prone to damages caused by improper handling or storage due
to their delicate materials. In the past years, new technological possibilities such as
3D digital representations for displaying clothing and accessories found their way into
museums. These allow mitigating the risks when archiving and handling the items and
can at the same time offer an enhanced view of the exhibited artefact to a much larger
audience. Many major fashion museums thus began to digitise their items, enriching
them with metadata, and creating online exhibits and multimedia galleries. This cre-
ation of an enhanced digital access to museums’ collections has gone in line with their
strengthened digital and social media presence in general [8].

2.2 Museums on the Internet

In order to positively influence online visitors’ intentions to revisit the website as well as
the physical premises of a museum, design factors of a website such as “content, ease of
use, aesthetics, (…) and emotion” are important to consider [9: 383–384]. Additionally,
for digital costume museums’ websites, the perceived usefulness and playfulness of the
provided information can influence the relation between the visitor and the institution
[10].However, somefindings suggest, “social networks and virtual communities (…) can
be important in driving visitor traffic to museums, whereas the website does not seem to
play the same role” [11: 5]. Nevertheless, websites are part of museums’ communication
standard as well as a marketing tool and should be considered as strategically important
for museums [12, 13]. The search for information on museums’ websites can be cate-
gorised into two types: (i) information search for action planning; and (ii) topic-related
information search [14]. The most popular part of a museum’s website is the ‘visiting’
and ‘opening times’ section, with the address and location map being the most clicked
features. “Exhibitions, galleries and events” are the second most popular features that
visitors of museum websites are aiming at [15]. Moreover, museums continue to add
further products and services to their websites, such as web shops, marketing podcasts,
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and educational offers, thus making use of the technological possibilities online [3]. This
information allows users to engage thematically deeper with the museum’s contents. A
museum’s website should therefore not only deliver practical information, but also tie
in with the users’ curiosity, interests, and prior knowledge [14]. During the COVID-
19 lockdowns, museums mainly relied on social media to disseminate their contents,
especially through Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram [16]. Today, museums are increas-
ingly user-centred by promoting “a space of innovation and a platform for collaboration,
(…) by engaging (…) visitors as active participants in knowledge sharing and creation”
[17: 86]. These so-called social museums use the potential of the online environment
to encourage users to be “co-producers of knowledge in cultural heritage contents” [17:
86–87]. This participatory approach aims at establishing loyal relationships between the
museums and the users, independent from a visit of the museums’ physical premises
[3].

2.3 Virtual Museums

The existing literature uses the term ‘virtual museum’ for three different concepts: (i)
a physical museum’s online presence; (ii) entirely digital spaces, which do not exist
offline, with objects that were either digitalised or originally created in the 3D space
for this very purpose; or (iii) physical exhibitions which are enriched through digital
means [8]. In this paper, we focus on the meaning of (i) and (ii), intending collections
that are curated for and transmitted on the Internet. One of the central tasks of museums
is to make their collections as accessible as possible to the public [18]. Virtual museums
and digital exhibitions originated from the museums’ attempts to digitise their invento-
ries and databases [3]. However, simply replicating an archival storage approach with
descriptive metadata complicates the possibility for private users to acquire effectively
cultural knowledge [19]. A non-specialised public “wants to be guided and inspired”
[12: 42]. This means that information on single items should be complemented by the-
matic or contextualised information, visualisations, and storytelling [12]. Furthermore, a
digital artefact can be augmented, for example, with animations, videos, and hyperlinks.
Another case of virtual museums are entirely digital spaces, which do not exist offline,
with objects that were either digitalised or originally created in the 3D space for this very
purpose. Due to the widely available technologies, many of which are free of charge, it
is increasingly feasible to create fully digital virtual museums [8].

In their categorisation of virtual museums, Geser & Niccolucci [19: 14–19]
distinguish between three different variants, which can co-exist within museums:

• Content-centric: object-oriented, one-way communication

– brochure-like, general information about the museum
– online exhibitions of collection highlights or digital extension for a temporary

exhibition

• Communication-centric: context-oriented, one-way communication

– museum as a learning space, didactically enhanced
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– storytelling, knowledge and enjoyment throughproviding context, variety ofmedia
for narration

• Collaboration-centric: participation-oriented, two-way communication

– web 2.0 environment, user engagement apart from the museum’s website
– organising, sharing and exploring of user communities’ own online collections

A digitised inventory enables cultural organisations to collaborate in jointly curated
digital exhibitions [12]. Examples of such platforms andmobile applications are the non-
commercial initiatives ‘Google Arts & Culture’ and ‘Europeana’. 3D worlds such as the
Metaverse at large “aim to replicate the user experience of visiting a physical museum
space and observing the exhibits”, while at the same time enriching and extending it [20:
22]. They can also offer a multi-user and thus a more interactive experience [20].

3 Research Design

To obtain an overview of shoe museums and significant shoe collections, and to analyse
how they present themselves and their collections online, it has been chosen to (i) perform
aGoogle search; (ii) conduct a content analysis on themuseums’websites; and (iii) assess
the different digital means they use to present their collections and to build relations with
the public. A content analysis is a suitable methodology in analysing web-content as it
allows to detect patterns in communication [21].

This paper aims to answer the following research questions:

1. Which shoe museums have an online presence?
2. What types of contents and services do they offer online?
3. Howmuch do shoe museums rely on a digital access to their collection in comparison

to the information they provide on their websites?

4 Methodology

The research is structured in several stages, following McMillan [22].
First, in order to gain an overview on which shoe museums exist worldwide and have

an online presence, the following keywords in 5 different languages were run in a Google
search in October 2022: ‘shoe museum’, ‘Schuhmuseum’, ‘musée chaussures’, ‘museo
calzatura scarpe’, and ‘museo calzado zapato’. The first 10 pages of search results were
analysed and merged with the list of shoe museums available on Wikipedia as well as
through a Wikipedia search under the category ‘shoe museums’, where the results in
English, German, French and Italian were taken into account [23]. All museums were
checked if they were still open through the Google Knowledge Panel or a further Google
search. Other shoe museums that appeared in the literature were assessed and classified
accordingly [24–26]. A total number of 67 shoe museums has identified.

To conduct reliable research on the shoe museums’ online presence, two criteria
were applied: (i) the museums needed to be open at the time of the analysis; and (ii)
they needed to have their own web domain. 5 shoe museums were temporarily closed, 5
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museums were fully closed. For 3 museums, it was not clear if they were still or already
open or closed, and the URL of 1 museum was invalid. These 14 shoe museums were
excluded from the analysis, because it could not be assumed that their web presence
was still managed and thus up to date. A qualitative content analysis has then been
applied on the sample of the remaining 53 shoe museums, which are open and have an
online presence. 14 museums did not have their own domain, but a tourism platform,
the municipality, or another author provided the online information. As it could not
be assumed that the museums themselves had the authority on the published content,
they were excluded from the analysis. 39 shoe museums remained, one of them was
exclusively an online museum with no physical site.

Second, in order to find out what types of contents and services shoe museums offer
online, a content analysis was conducted on the remaining 39 shoe museums in October
and November 2022. The codes derived from combining a top-down and a bottom-up
approach: certain types of information could be expected to appear on the shoemuseum’s
websites, based on the analysis of other museum websites (cf. Sect. 2.2). Other codes
were identified inductively by analysing the different sections of the shoe museums’
websites.

In total, 37 codes were taken into account (cf. Table 1 and 2). For each of these
codes, the presence or absence of the element was analysed on the 39 shoe museums by
using the following values: 1 = present/available; 0 = absent/not existent. The codes
were then grouped into four main categories.

Codes based on the types of information derived from the analysis of the shoe
museums’ website:

• Service information (16 codes): the museum acts as a service provider by publishing
basic information that is relevant for (potential) visitors, e.g. address and opening
hours, details on the collection, or news and events.

• Institutional information (7 codes): the museum provides further information on the
institution itself, e.g. the history of the museum, members of the management, or the
possibility to rent the venue.

Codes based on the shoemuseums’ social media accounts and the visual presentation
of parts of their collection on the website and other platforms:

• Social media (9 codes): the museum communicates on other platforms than the web-
site with the aim of building andmaintaining relations and nurturing interactions with
the public, e.g. social media, newsletters, and blogs.

• Virtual museum (5 codes): the museum offers online access to parts of its collection,
e.g. through virtual tours and digital exhibitions, such as on google arts & culture.

Third, in order to understand howmuch the analysed shoe museums rely on a digital
access to their collection in comparison to the other information they provide on their
websites, a scattered map was elaborated (Fig. 1). The X-axis consists of the sum of the
present codes from the categories Service information and Institutional information (23
codes). This gives an indication on how rich the provided information for potential or
past visitors is. The Y-axis consists of the sum of the present codes from the categories
Social media and Virtual museum (14 codes). It shows how much the museums invest
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in building and maintaining relations and how enhanced the digitally enabled access to
the museums’ collections is.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Which Shoe Museums Have an Online Presence?

In total, 53 active shoe museums with an online presence have been found.

Geography. The museums are located in 22 different countries on 5 continents, mostly
in Europe (72%, 38) and in North America (13%, 7). The countries with the highest
presence of shoe museums are Germany (19%, 10), Spain, (13%, 7), Italy (11%, 6), and
the United States (9%, 5). This result might be partly ascribed to the languages, which
were used for the Google search. Most websites offer their content in English (72%,
38) and German (39%, 21). These numbers might be influenced by websites, which are
addressed to an international public and intended to rate touristic activities. Almost half
of the museums (47%, 25) offer their website in only one language, 23% (12) in two
languages, the remaining 16 provide a website in three or more languages.

Thematic Focus. Three quarters of the museums (75%, 40) are dedicated exclusively
or mainly to shoes. One quarter (25%, 13) are museums that have a substantial collection
of shoes but exhibit further related objects (e.g. machines for shoe manufacturing) or not
directly associated items. 58% (31) indicate that their collection shows items related to
the shoe industry, technology, and craftsmanship. 47% (25) exhibit historical shoes or
show the history of shoes. 43% (23) contain shoes that were manufactured by specific
brands, companies, or designers. 28% (15) exhibit shoes that were worn by famous
people. 21% (11) focus on shoe fashion and design in general, 15% (8) show sports
shoes, and 13% (7) claim to present a different aspect of shoes or a sort of specialised
collection.

Management. 60% (32) of the museums are managed by a private entity: almost a
quarter (25%, 13) are run by a shoe company and 23% (12) by a private association or
foundation. 30% (16) are operated by a public entity. For 3museums (6%) no information
was found and 2 (4%) are managed by public-private associations.

5.2 What Types of Contents and Services Do They Offer Online?

For this section, only the 39 shoemuseums, which have an online presence, are open, and
have their website hosted on their own domain, have been analysed by using a content
analysis. The first two categories, Service information and Institutional information,
focus on information, which is intended to serve interested website visitors in their
decision whether to physically visit the museum or to facilitate the planning of their visit
(cf. Table 1). The latter two categories, Social media and Virtual museum, comprise the
availability of a digitally enabled access to the museum’s collection (cf. Table 2).

Service Information and Institutional Information. On an average, the 39 analysed
museums provide their website visitors with 56% of the coded service information and
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43% of the coded information on the museum as an institution. Most frequently, they
publish information on their collection as well as their contact details (95%), and the
address of their physical location (92%). The least information is given on job offers
(21%) and an annual report (18%). Only a fifth (21%) of the museums has a web shop
and on the websites of 18% of the museums, visitors can profit from an online counter
to buy their tickets. These results prompt that the analysed museums mostly do not fully
rely on the affordances that the web offers them as service providers. Less than half
as many codes cover information on the museum as an institution (7) in comparison to
service information (16). This indicates that the museums rather use their website as an
online brochure to provide information for potential visitors, which can be considered
content-centric.

Table 1. Categories on service and institutional information for website visitors (#39).

Category Code Description # %

Service information Collection Presented items/topics in the
exhibition/collection

37 95

Contact Contact form/phone number/e-mail
address

37 95

Address Indication of physical location,
how to get there

36 92

Opening hours Days/times the museum is
open/closed

33 85

News/events Past/current exhibitions,
past/upcoming events

31 80

Ticket price Admission fees for different
publics/groups, discounts

27 69

Map Graphic map of the physical
location

20 51

Support Audio/video guide, guided tours 20 51

Education Activities for schools, courses for
further education

19 49

Accessibility Information for people with special
needs

17 44

Catalogue Publication about the
museum/exhibitions

15 39

Donations Ways to support the museum as a
private person, volunteering

15 39

Search bar Search bar for keyword search 13 33

Shop/café Offer of products/food/beverages 12 31

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Category Code Description # %

Web shop Possibility to purchase products
online

8 21

Ticket counter Possibility to purchase tickets
online

7 18

Institutional information History Museum history 32 82

Building Information about the building the
museum is located in

24 62

Sponsors Partners, who support the museum 21 54

Management Museum management/board
members

13 33

Venue hire Possibility to rent rooms 11 28

Job offers Employment advertisements 8 21

Annual report Disclosure of business information 7 18

Social Media. 34 shoe museums (87%) are present in at least one way on social media.
On an average, the 39 museums are engaged with interested people through about a
third (36%) of the analysed channels. The most popular social media platforms are
Facebook and Instagram, where 31 (80%) and 24 (62%) respectively have a profile.
The least popular ways to keep the public informed are through a Blog or Flickr (7
each, 18%), as well as Pinterest (6, 15%). However, no distinction was made between
updated accounts with regular posts and those that seem to have been abandoned for
some time. Through accounts on social media, a blog or via a newsletter, museums can
build and foster relations to stakeholders and interested people. Apart from providing
contact details on a website, this is the only form that allows for direct feedback by the
public. Furthermore, social media allow users to share and comment on the museums’
communication efforts as well as the collection and items in a larger sense, which can
be considered collaboration-centric.

Virtual Museum. 25 of 39 shoe museums (64%) provide users some sort of digitally
enhanced access to at least a part of their collection. 8 (21%) are engaged in doing so in
3 or more of the 5 analysed ways, which can be considered communication-centric.

The most popular way to give an interested public insight into a museum’s collection
is by a virtual tour. 13 out of 39 museums (33%) allow their website visitors to roam
through their premises digitally. In most cases, this is enabled by applications from or
similar to Google Maps or Matterport, which allow a 360° view. Some provide points
to click on, which offer more in-depth written or multimedia information. Even more
museums rely completely on the photographs of the museum interior. This complicates
the view of items and related information andmakes the virtual visit much less profitable
compared to a physical visit. Other ways for virtual tours are interactive floor plans with
additional information to click on, a simple slideshowwith photos, and YouTube videos.
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Table 2. Categories on a digitally enabled access to amuseum’s collection via social media (#39).

Category Code Description # %

Social media Facebook Institutional account/profile 31 80

Instagram Institutional account/profile 24 62

YouTube Institutional account/profile 15 39

Twitter Institutional account/profile 13 33

Newsletter Newsletter to be received upon subscription 13 33

LinkedIn Institutional account/profile 9 23

Blog Webpage for institutional articles with a possibility for
users to leave comments

7 18

Flickr Institutional account/profile 7 18

Pinterest Institutional account/profile 6 15

Two museums request a registration to join a virtual guided tour or a small fee to access
a video. A virtual tour requires the least effort for curation, as the existing structure of
the museum and its exhibitions is reproduced. Some texts and detailed photos of the
artefacts, however, might be adapted and/or digitally enhanced for the users, which calls
for a further curation.

11museums (28%) offer their website users a thematically curated online exhibition.
Mostly, the exhibition is presented as a slideshow with only few information on the
content of the pictures. There are two exemptions: the Bata Shoe Museum’s bilingual
exhibition ‘Boots & Blades: The Story of Canadian Figure Skating’ uses music and
makes visitors scroll up and down, and sideways, as well as click on file cards, among
others, and provides a side navigation. The Museo Salvatore Ferragamo organized its
exhibition ‘Donne in equilibrio’ as a virtual tour with the possibility to navigate on
the floor plan or on dollhouse perspective. During the lockdowns for the COVID-19
pandemic, it was assumed that the format of online exhibitions could act as a temporal
substitute of physical museum visits, together with virtual tours [27]. However, it does
not seem that many analysed shoe museums hopped on this trend. Rather, in the majority
of cases, the online exhibition was just a selection of contents around a topic, without
providing a clear storyline or a comprehensive and thoroughly curated insight into the
topic.

Online collections and online archives/inventories are equally popular, with 10muse-
ums (26%) providing each of them. An online collection, in contrast to an online exhibi-
tion, is usually a selection of items of the collection or highlights. It is not thematically
coherent, and only provides little information in an accompanying text. Most online
collections are presented through slideshows, a few of them through individual photos.
An exception is the Bata Shoe Museums, which gives insight in its collection through
its YouTube series ‘Unboxing the BSM’.

An online archive or inventory is a digital access to the museum’s artefacts with
characteristic data on the single items, such as object type, measurements, material, and
style, just to name some. Out of the 10 archives, 8 have a search option. The search is
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mostly guided by default keywords, only a few museums offer a full text search. The
majority of the shoe museums does not provide extensive metadata. Whereas almost all
online archives show one or more pictures of the item to explore its different angles, only
one archive has 3D views of the shoes. All archives were publicly available, besides the
‘Catalogue’ of theMuseo Internazionale della Calzatura, which requested an online reg-
istration to gain access. The Museo Salvatore Ferragamo grants access to its archive via
a virtual tour and a video. Two archives were on other websites apart from the museums
own domain. The online archives and inventories made available by the analysed shoe
museums seem to occupy an ambiguous position: on the one hand, they are too detailed
and specific to appeal to a public without any previous knowledge, leaving it unguided
and potentially overwhelmed [19]. On the other hand, they do not seem to be oriented
towards an expert public due to the lack of completeness and standardisation.

7 museums (18%) participate in Google Arts & Culture. This relatively low number
suggests that they principally rely on their own website to present parts of their col-
lection, instead of engaging in a more collaborative environment. Whereas museums
enjoy greater freedom content- and design-wise when presenting parts of their collec-
tion on their own website, they would benefit from a possibly greater visibility and joint
initiatives with other cultural institutions on Google Arts & Culture (Table 3).

Table 3. Categories on a digitally enabled access to a museum’s collection via means of a virtual
museum (#39).

Category Code Description # %

Virtual museum Virtual tour Virtual tour through the museum
as an institution, e.g. via Google
Maps

13 33

Online exhibition Thematic selection of items with
further information

11 28

Online collection Selection of items presented
through photos/videos

10 26

Online archive/inventory Online inventory with
search/classification possibilities

10 26

Google Arts & Culture Institutional account/profile on
Google Arts & Culture

7 18

5.3 How Much Do Shoe Museums Rely on a Digital Access to Their Collection
in Comparison to the Information They Provide About Themselves?

In order to understand how much the analysed shoe museums rely on a digital access
to their collection in comparison to the information they provide on their websites, a
scattered map was elaborated (Fig. 1). The 39 shoe museums, which have an online
presence, are open, and have their website hosted on their own domain, have been taken
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into account. The X-axis consists of the sum of the present codes (total 23) from the
categories Service information and Institutional information. This gives an indication
on how rich the provided information is. The Y-axis consists of the sum of the present
codes (total 14) from the categories Social media and Virtual museum. This shows how
enhanced the digitally enabled access to museums’ collections is and how much the
museums invest on building and maintaining relations.

One cluster can be identified, which comprises 6 museums with an advanced digital
presence: Victoria & Albert Museum (UK), Bata Shoe Museum (CA), Smithsonian
(USA), Northampton Museum & Art Gallery (UK), Museo Salvatore Ferragamo (IT),
and Norfolk Museums (UK). On the one hand, they provide comprehensive information
on the museum and its services for website visitors. On the other hand, they build
and maintain relations through their extensive use of social media and offer a digitally
enhanced access to their collections through virtual tours, online collections, exhibitions,
archives, or on Google Arts & Culture. The other 33 shoe museums are widely dispersed
(the full list is available on the following page: https://digitalfashion.ch/shoemuseums/).
While there are some museums with an emerging digital presence, 3 (8%) are neither
present on social media nor do they use any means that could be considered a virtual
museum. 12 (31%) were found to be present on social media, but to have no means for
a virtual museum. In the opposite case, only 2 (5%) were found to provide a digitally
enhanced access to their items, without any presence on social media. In terms of the
scope of the service and institutional information they provide, the 33 not clustered shoe
museums are scattered as well, indicating different levels of information completeness.

6 Conclusions and Limitations

“Can a virtual museum be merely a replica of the physical one, or should it be something
radically different?” Erkki Huhtamo [2: 130] wondered almost 20 years ago. This paper
does not give a normative answer, but it shows how shoe museums happen to present
themselves in the digital world as of 2022.

The museums are not easily comparable with each other. They vary remarkably in
terms of their geography, management, and thematic focus. This diversity is portrayed
in the content analysis: The websites fulfil the categories on service and institutional
information for website visitors with mostly high percentages. However, they are lower
in the category of a digitally enabled access to a museum’s collection via social media
and in the category, which gives online insight in the collection via means of a virtual
museum.

Only one distinctive cluster was detected in the scattered map. These 6 museums
invest broadly in theirweb presence and in building relations. The other 33 shoemuseums
are classified in different stages. They have in common that they only provide minor
insights into their collections by using a rather small range of digital means other than
text, photos, and sometimes videos. The museums do not take advantage of the full
spectrum of technological possibilities on the Internet. Additionally, the quality of the
two third (25, 64%) who provide a digitally enabled access to their collection varies
greatly. One possible reason why the shoe museums seem to lag behind in the adoption
of digitalmeans on theirwebsites is thatmany of them aremanaged, operated and curated

https://digitalfashion.ch/shoemuseums/
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Fig. 1. Scattered map of how much the shoe museums rely on a digital access to their collection
in comparison to the information they provide on their websites (#39).

by smaller local and private associations. It can be assumed that these institutions do not
have the personnel, financial, strategical, and technical means to create a state-of-the-art
web presence. The shoe museums in the cluster, on the contrary, are publicly owned
general museums or managed by world-famous shoe companies.

The scattered map suggests that the museums largely follow a more content-centric
than a communication- or collaboration-centric approach. Some seem to be unsure of
their online strategy: on the one hand, they show parts of their collection to online
visitors, but not to an extent that would create real value for them. On the other hand,
they provide extensive databases with metadata to the users, but not in a user-friendly
curated way. Content-centric information for potential visitors of the physical site and a
communication-centric access to curated online exhibitions are not mutually exclusive.
On the contrary, museums could benefit from upgrading their web presence also in terms
of building stronger relations with interested publics, in addition to their collaboration-
centric social media engagement.

As the search for museums and collections has been limited to five languages, it is
expected to have not identified all shoe museums or similar institutions. Thus, the map
does not claim completeness. The content analysis provides qualitative and quantitative
descriptive results from a content-centric view. However, the websites have not been
analysed in a communication-centric approach. Aspects of usability or storytelling in
texts, pictures, videos, and games have been as neglected as the two-way stream of
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communication from the users to the museum as well as to other users. This can be
subject of further research.
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